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'lReport. 

REPORT cm " SADDLE, PEAK" 1 (ANDAMANS). 

By SURGEON A. LANG BROWNE. 

-Army Medical Department. 

ON ,February 18, 1882, a party organized and headed- by Major Protheroe, 
'C.S.l., Officiatir~g Chief Commissioner, Addaman and Nicobars,made the ,first 
known ascent of the high hilL on the east coast of north Andaman Islands, shown 
in the chart under the name of " Saddle Peak." _ - ' 

. The expedItion was undertaken ~iththe view of a'scertain!ngthe height of the 
~ peak, the nature and general character of the couiltry surrounding it, and whether 

the configuration 'of its summit was such as would be likely to afford a suitable 
site for a sanatorium. -

The ascent commenced at 8 o'clock a.m., on February 18, and-wasmade 
from ~he sea beach, up the eastern slope of the north, peak, the party gaining the 
~op at 1 o:Clock p.m., thus accomplishing the upward journey, in five hours; a 
remarkably short space of time, when the steepness of the h~ll-side, together with 
the fact that a pathway had to be cut through the thick. jungle undergrowth at 
almost every step, is taken into consideration. . Also a sharp lookout ,had to 
be kept in case the wild or untamed Andamanese in these- jungles' made an 
attack on us. - -

The descentbY'lI!e,a!:1s,of the track already cleared was not difficult, and Qnly 

I Report made on March 10, 1882. 

" 
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1:64 " Saddle' Peak'" (Anda1nan~) 
,- ,,' 

lastea three hours~ .The whole journey, therefore, to the summit arid down again 
to .the place of starting, was completed in about eighthours. 

The matter embodied in the following short descriptive report on S~ddle'Peak, _ 
and its surroundings was gathered duri~g' the ascent.. . 

\ ' 

General Description ........ Tbis hill (for it can scarcely be called a mountain) is 
situated on, the east coast of the North Andamans, close to tp.e sea, and at a poin,t 
which corresponds with longitude 920 59' 30" and latitude 13Q 11' 35" . 

. Some eight miles due north of it, lies Pbrt Cornwallis; one of the' finest 
harbours in the world; while thirteen niil~s to the south, and partly separating 
the north from the middle Andamans, is another superbly grand land-locked 
harbour· known as "Stewart's Sound," and called -so in honour of the present 
Commander-in-Chief in India, Sir Donald Stewart, Bart., ·G.C.B., C.LE. -'The 
distance of "Saddle' Peak" from Port 'Blair, which lies to the south-west, may' 
be roughly put down at 100 miles by sea, or close on eighty miles, if measured 
id a direct line as the crpw flies. The partytrave~red from Port Blair by the 
I.G.S. "Kwangtung" leaving Port Blair on the afternoon of February 15. . 

As viewed from the east, the hill appears to lie maile up of two lofty peaks; 
lying north and south of each other, with a high connecting ridge between. The 
outline of the whole against the sky, som~what r.esemblesthat of a saddle, hence 
its name" Saddle Peak."-

~' ' The north peak, or that which is slJPposed to represent the cantle of the saddle 
is the higher, it is ·very massive and has a smooth and rounded outline towards. 
the top, with an easy aIld gradul,LI slope ,downwards to the north and north-east. 

, The south peak, or pommel of the saddle, is not quite so high as its fellow. 
':rha. outline is well defined, being sharp and irregular along the top, with an 
abrupt' and almost precipitous de9line towards the south. D.eep ravines inter
sect the side iumany places"giving to this peak a jagged and rugged appearl\once. 
The two peaks just described, are, as already stated,' connected and joined 
'together, so as to form one great hill, by a high ridge, which runs due north and 
south, between them. The ridge is about half a mile in 'len~th, arid its outline 
compl~tes the body or seat of the s~ddle. . ' . 

Its eastern/side or slope isyery rough and uneven, and is made up of SIIu1.11 
hills or ridges rising in successive tiers frop1the level land below. 

A thick tree jungle, with most brilliantly tin~ed foliage Clothes the whole hilI, 
from the white, sandy beach 'up tb the loftiest summit, and extends also far and'. 
wiae ov~r the undulating country beneath, as far as the eye can reach. 

The surface of the ground for the first. three quarters of a' mil~ ina line 
directly inland; from the point at which the party landed on the east coast and 
commenced the ascent, is.smooth and level and altho'ugh covered by magnificent 
timber and some undergrowth, yet allows of easy walking. Further o~, hO'Yever, 
the land rises rapidly, and continues to'do so with:varying degrees of steepness, 
for about a mile, ':vhen it suddenly dips and is crossed by a deep arid wide ravine, 
along the bott.om of which, a brook of deliciously cool water winds-its zigzag way, 

. dashing over and betwe_en the many large stone boulders which obstruct and line 
its course to the sea. . / -. . 

. From 'this ravine the hill-side may be really said to take its commencement 

• 

'. 

'. 
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A. Br()wne ,155 

the ascent. becoming more and more' decided and 'walking more difficult; owing 
not only t9 the sharpness of the dse; which is almost perpendicular in some 

'places, . but. also in. a great measure to . the matting together of the numerous 
'<:reepers, and young trees. which compose ,the undergrowth. . 

011 nearing the top' of tlJ.e north peak, or that which was ascended on 
'February 18, the jungle lessens in denseness, and the surface of the ground 
gradually changes, and flattens out on the' summit into what might be, called a 
plateau. This level ground; or plateau, forms really the top, of the hill, and is, 
f!l0 far as could be ascertained, more or less 'extensive,' and well adapted for 
building upon, if cleared of its covering of scrub' jungle, and slightly levelled 
where rough and uneven. 

Geology.-The geological formation of the hill appears to be grey sandstone 
,with a soil composed of yellowish earth, and a; black mould rich in decayh;tg 
vegetable m~tter. 

Vegetat-ion-Very fine forest trees of many varieties, grow over the hill-side 
ltnd the rich land at its base. Of these the most valuable are the Padouk,Thit-

. man and Peymah. Rattans, Bamboos and many species of ferns and club mosses 
ltbound towards and on the summit. A fact worthy of record and which may be 
.of use to any one making an ascent of Saddle Peak at some future time is,that 
the bamboos growing near the top of the hill, are filled between their joints with 
11. clear watery fluid, and ~hus, by cutting one across, a cool and most refreshing 
drink can be had. ,The bamboos proved good friends indeed to the party on 
February 18,as on reaching the top'peak we were all very thirsty and our water 
bot.tIes almost empty. " 

Pop1~lation.-A few semi-savage Andamanese inhabit the low-~ying land alo,ng 
the sea coast a~ the'. foot of Saddle, Peak. They are very similar in appearance 
to their brethren' in and around Port Blair but .are somewhat taller and more-

_ strongly built. They~~live, ,however, after the same fashion, i.e., by fishing 'and 
'occasionally hunting and killing the wild pig. They are wonderful experts with 
the bow and arrow and kill not only pigs but fish in this way. Their bows are very 
strong and will send an arrow eighty to ~,hundred yards. Our party all carried 
guns or revolvers and the six Sikhs police rifles. - A party of tame Andamanese from 
Port Blair were sent ashore. the day before, Qur landing with presents of p~gs, 
chickens, beads, etc;, so as to make _ friends with their wild brethren, It 

. would have been very dangerous to go into the thick jungle without first making 
friends with these little people, who are very fierce until their t!midityjs overcome 
by kindness and pre!,!ents,' etc. J " ' ' 

Water.-,... With the exception of a few small streams at. the foot of'the hill, and 
the brook in the deep ravine before alluded to, no water was found, but judging 
from the configuration of the ground at the top of the hill,there can be little 
doubt, but th,at a supply of watei; could easily be obtained' by sinking. deep wells 
at likely' spots immediately under, its brow; A tank built on' the high ridge 
already described, arid constructed so as to catch tb-e w~ter from the two. peaks 
. .on either side during the rainy season would be another means of obtaining and 

, so storing a good supply of fresh water., . 
, 'During the ascent, the air cooled perceptibly as the summi.t was approached, 

and on the top feU decidedly cold,dry and exhilaratil}g .. At the highest point 
reached water was found to boil at.a temperature of 208'1° and 208'4°, conse-

- I 
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'156, Ourrent Literature 

quently (according to Thuiller's tables) showing the elevation above the ,sea to 
be from 2,300 to 2,400 feet. " 
: . Te~perature andClimate.:-On February IS, the temperature t~keri on the' 

hill:top at 2 o'clock p.m., and at the same-hour (in the shade) on board the LG.S. 
"Kwangtung" (lying. about a quarter of a mile off the shore) registered lespec
tively 74~ and S7°, thus making a difference in favourof the hilt-top of 13"; or 
pointing to the air on the stlmmit, as being by so many degrees colder than tnat I 
at sea level. 

Taking the, temperature as above stated (74°) into consideratiori with the fact 
that at all seasons of .the year, the hill has the great advantage of being expose'd 
'to a refreshing sea breeze, the climate at the top of Saddle Peak should be cool, 
ple-asant an~ invigorating throughout the year and more particularly so during 
the north-east monsoop, or tjIe period comprised between October 1 and May 31. 
. Conclusion.~In conclusion it may be stated, that so far as regards the geographi
cal situation, geological formation, configuration of the summit (as to building and 
drainage) temperature of the air and the water supply, Saddle Peak is well 
adapted in all these respects for the SIte of a sanat,orium, and looking at It and 
the surrounding country from ,an agricultur;tl point of view, it is certain tQ-at if ' 
cleared .and properly'cultivated, abundance of fine grass and immense crops of 
sugar cane and rice could be raised from its rich, and fertile soil, coffee, tea and 
tobacco, no· doubt, would flourish, and give ample returns If planted along the. 
higher slopes of the'hill itself. " 

~The trees felled in the clearing of the jungle might pay in a measure, for the 
labour expended thereon, especially as many of them are said to be of an exc~ed-
in~ly va'Iuable descript~on of timber. I . 

Good and well sheltered anchorage can at all seasons of the year be found in 
Port CornwallisHarbour, and a road up the hill, starting from the southern shore 
of this harbour, would be easy of construction, as the land from this point has 
(as already stated) a very regular and gradual rise towards the peak. . 

/ . , . -

• 

~urrent 1iterature. 

Epidemic Hiccough. J. Lherinite in La Presse Medic~le,December is, 1920, 
p. 916.-According to Lhermite the first appearance of the present type of -
epidemic hiccough was observed in Vienna during the winter of 1919-20 by 
Econom9\ whO- wrote about it as follows: "Some weeks before the appearance of 
the January (1920) epidemic of encephalitis in Italy, there was in Vienna and 'its 

- neighbourhood a small epidemic,of hiccoughs. ,Very'numerous were the people 
who were suddenly attacked without preliminary symptoms, the attacks last~ng 
for hours, or even d~ys, and no treatment co~ld master them. I saw a case which 
lasted a month, the patient having only a few hours' respite each day. This 
illness had no serious consequences." . About a month after the cessation of this 
outbreak there occurred in Vienna the first cases of a myoclonic form of encepha
litis in which clonic convulsions and hiccoughs were followed by a state of choreic 
agitation resembling the most severe forms of acute chorea. , Economo wrote: 
" It is not possible to say that the epidemic of hiccough was already a precursor 
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